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LOCAL REAL ANALYTIC BOUNDARY REGULARITY
OF THE 0-EQUATION ON CONVEX DOMAINS

BY

ZHENHUA CHEN

1. Introduction

The global C boundary regularity of the 0-equation was proved by Kohn
[KOH1], [KOH2] for general pseudoconvex domains. In the local case, the
necessary and sufficient condition for the local C boundary regularity of the
0-equation is still unknown. The real analytic analogue of the C boundary
regularity of the cLequation was studied by many researchers [D-T], [KOM],
[C1], [C2], [TA], [TR], [D-T2], [D-T3]. These real analytic boundary regularity
results were proved for the canonical solution or Kohn’s solution of the
0-equation. It was believed that local real analytic boundary regularity of the
0-equation holds for pseudoconvex domains of finite type. Recent counterex-
ample of Christ and Geller [C-G] shows the local real analytic boundary
regularity of the -equation does not hold for general pseudoconvex domains
of finite type. The necessary and sufficient condition for local real analytic
boundary regularity of the c-equation is still unknown.

Using a well-known integral solution operator of the -equation obtained
by Henkin and others, we obtain the following local real analytic boundary
regularity result of the -equation for convex domains at the totally convex
boundary points (terminology will be defined in Section 2).

THEOREM, Let 12 be a bounded convex domain in C with C2 boundary
and be a boundary point of 12. If Of is totally convex at in the complex
tangential directions, then for any -closed f Cp,q+l)() (p, q > O)
which is real analytic at , there exists a solution u of the O-equation Ou f in
f such that u is also real analytic at .
Our ad-hoc solution exists even in some cases where the real analytic

regularity of the canonical solution has yet to be proved. For example, our
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theorem applies to the domain

,-- {Z (ZI,,,, Zn) Cn" ]z112ml -- -]--IZn 12mn < 1}, ml,... ,mn > 1,

which is a pseudoconvex domain of finite type. Notice that in our theorem we
did not assume any real analyticity of the boundary. So our theorem also
applies to the domain

’ {Z (Z1, Z2) C2" IZ 112
_1 }+ e.exp < 1

iZzl 2

which is a pseudoconvex domain of infinite type.
However, the region on which our ad-hoc solution is shown to be real

analytic may be smaller than the region on which the datum f is known to be
real analytic.
Here we would like to point out that the domain used by Christ and Geller

in their counterexample does not satisfy the total convexity at the boundary
point z 0.
We would like to thank Steven Krantz for his advice and encouragement,

and the referee for several helpful suggestions.

2. Definitions

Let h be a function on a domain f

_
C and sc be a boundary point of .

We say that h is real analytic at if h has a convergent power series
expansion in a neighborhood U of sc in Cn. We say that a (p, q) form is real
analytic at sc if its coefficients are all real analytic at sc.
The following total convexity was used by Range [R1] for studying the

Caratheodory metric and holomorphic mappings. Here we use it as the basic
assumption for our local real analytic boundary regularity result.

DEFINITION. Let ll be a convex domain in C and be a C bound-
ary point of 12. We say that 0D is totally convex at in the complex tan-
gential directions if there exists a neighborhood U of : in C such that 12 N
(H(O[2) + {’})= {’}, for any sr 0f N U, where H(OI)) is the complex
tangent space of 0f at sr.

3. Proof of the Theorem

Suppose f is a bounded convex domain in C with C2 boundary. We can
construct an integral solution operator for the -equation on gl as follows.
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Let

dist(’, 012),
6()

dist((, 012),

Set

06

j=l

o(l" l: )
=(C,z)=

I’-zl
O6

j=

(a, , ) aw(, ) + (a a)o(, z);

’q(g(,z)) Cn,qg /k (B)n-q-1 /k (zB)q;

where

,a =0-+da, and Cn, q= (- 1) q(q + 3)/2

( n --1 )(2,rri) q

Note that all of the preceding functions and forms in the last paragraph are
real analytic in z away from the zeros of (’, z).

Let

Tq(h)(z) f h(() /
;,)I

ffh() q(B(,z)).

It is well known that for any given cLclosed form f cl(0, q+ 1)() (q > 0),

u( z) Tq( f )( z)

is a solution of the cLequation au f in (see, for example, [R2]).
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Notice that H(af) + {’} (z Cn" (I)(", z) 0}. By the continuity of
the function (sr, z), we have"

LEMMA 1. Let f be a bounded convex domain in Cn with C boundary. If
Of is totally convex at a boundary point of f in the complex tangential
directions, then there exists a neighborhood U of in C such that for any
neighborhood V c U of in C" there exists a constant m > 0 such that

I(sr, z)l > m for any 012 N (on\ U) and any z 12 V.

Proof of the theorem. Let f be a c-closed (p, q + 1) form with coeffi-
cients in C1() and real analytic at so. Without loss of generality, we may
assume p 0. Let Ue be a small ball with center sc such that f is real
analytic in a neighborhood of U. Let ue be the canonical solution of the
0--equation cu f in U. By the global real analytic regularity of the
canonical solution on balls, we know that ue _is real analytic in Ue. We now
construct a global solution u of the equation Ou f in f such that u is real
analytic at sc. Let U be a neighborhood of sc in C such that U c_Ue. Let
0 C(U), such that 0 1 in U. Let g f- (qu). Then g is a 0-closed
(0, q + 1) form with coefficients in C1() and g is zero in 1 q U. The
kernel of Tq is obviously real analytic in the z variables when restricted to
the support of g by Lemma 1. Thus Tq(g)(z) is real _analytic at sc. Let
u Oue + Tq(g). Then u is a solution of the equation Ou f in f. Since
both ue and Tq(g) are real analytic at sc, and 0 1 in U, it follows that u is
real analytic at sc.

This completes the proof.
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